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Prepare for exams and succeed in your chemistry course with this comprehensive solutions

manual! Featuring worked out-solutions to the problems in INTRODUCTION TO GENERAL,

ORGANIC AND BIOCHEMISTRY, 9th Edition, this manual shows you how to approach and solve

problems using the same step-by-step explanations found in your textbook examples.
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I was disappointed to find that they only include the answers to the questions paired with the

example questions and the odd ones at the end of the chapter (of which, the answers are already

given in the back of the textbook). BUT, they do show you how to solve it instead of just giving the

answer, like that of the textbook which is helpful. It is useful and is cheaper to get online than from

school's bookstore.

It seems like the only problems it went in depth on were ones I didn't need the extra help. Not all

answers are in here as I expected. I used it to compare my homework answers and make sure I

was on the right track. You will not be able to use it to copy for your homework as there's not

enough information. However, it's worth picking up for the price bc every little bit helps.

This is an affordable alternative to the book required for my chemistry class. Its basically exactly the

same they just changed the cover. All text books usually change the edition of the book and all



information in the textbook is the same with minor revisions. If looking for a more affordable option

go with the old edition, just ask the instructor if you are required to have any codes for online

programs these can usually be purchased through direct site for cheaper. Whether it be McGraw

Hill, Prentice Hall, Etc. Trust me doing this saved me over $800 because the school bookstore over

charges for all books and software and usually makes you get new books instead of used even

when not necessary
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